Activation patterns of human abdominal muscles during walking: electrode positions make a difference
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Abstract

Purpose The study was intended to determine if different portions of abdominal muscles are characterized by accordingly differing activation patterns during walking. Further, the influence of walking speed and sex were considered as well. Method For this 53 healthy subjects of both sexes (26 females, 28.1 ± 10 years; 27 males, 26.8 ± 7.0 years) were enrolled in the study. They walked on a treadmill at speeds of 2 to 6 km/h. Surface EMG was taken from three abdominal muscles of both sides using two electrode locations per muscle: one at the recommended position and one at a systematically shifted position. Muscles studied were: rectus abdominis, internal oblique, and external oblique abdominal muscles. From the grand averaged amplitude curves mean amplitudes and Minimum to Maximum Range values were derived and compared between the respective positions. Results According to the ANOVA, position systematically influenced mean amplitude and Range levels for RA and EO, but not for IO. The mentioned differences were all in favor for the shifted positions. Significant differences between amplitude curves occurred in all muscles. These differences were more pronounced in males for RA and EO and decreased with increasing walking speed. Females in contrast to males showed positive and negative differences of the shifted positions within muscles whereas in males the observed differences remained either constantly positive for RA and EO or negative for IO. The observed differences mostly seem to augment situational stability during gait, indicating a finely tuned and situational adequate shift between mobilizing and stabilizing functions. Conclusion Therefore, a general assignment of abdominal muscles to only stabilizing or mobilizing functions seems to be inappropriate.
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1 Introduction
As is well known any directional action of muscles is primarily determined by their anatomically defined origins and insertions (1, 2). Also, muscles are functionally driven, consequently resulting in functionally based, stochastic activation patterns (3). Based on these premises it is logically consistent to expect spatially varying functions if muscles do not only have single spot insertions, but insert across larger regions. That should lead to different activation characteristics of the respective muscles as well.

If spatial differences in muscle activation have to be analyzed several more subjective and also objective methods are available. Spatially differing activation patterns within or between muscles can be monitored by eye (4), palpation (5), through measures of muscle tone/pressure (6, 7), volume changes (8), regional analyses of temperature production (9), multiple inserted fine wire or needle EMG measurements (10), but, best suited, because of its non-invasive characteristic by Surface EMG (SEMG) (11). Especially the mentioned stochastic and spatially variable nature of muscle activation led to the development of multi-electrode SEMG, so called mapping techniques (12-14). Anyhow, these techniques although they provide promising results are still mainly applied with respect to specific scientific investigations and are therefore far away from routine practical application (15-21). With respect to routine SEMG application still only one single electrode position is recommended for almost all muscles (22, 23). Only if muscles are known to have separate single origins that are represented by differently named muscle parts also separate electrode positions are recommended (22, 23).

With respect to abdominal muscles, to only mention one major location, the discrepancy between recommended single electrode positions and the expectation of spatially different activation characteristics is obvious. So the question arises if these muscles should be investigated with respect to their anatomical variability or do they act as one complete unit. This interferes with the accepted classification of trunk muscles with respect to specific mobilizing and/or stabilizing function (24). Previous studies could already prove the influence of electrode position on SEMG amplitudes of trunk muscles (25, 26).

Therefore, the actual study was intended to specifically determine if different portions of abdominal muscles are also activated differently and further, if these activation patterns can be specifically characterized with respect to differences in mobilizing or stabilizing demands.

2 Methods
For this cross-sectional study 53 healthy age matched subjects of both sexes were recruited. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Detailed information about the study purpose and procedure was provided. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Jena University Hospital (3002-12/10). All subjects were clinically examined and briefly interviewed about their medical history. Exclusion criteria were relevant orthopedic and neurologic disorders and actual back pain. The subjects were informed about the investigation procedure
and were asked to wear their own comfortable shoes. Selected anthropometric characteristics are given in Table 1.

2.1 Investigation procedure
After instrumentation (see below) subjects were asked to walk on a treadmill (TM). Since we expected to have mostly naïve subjects with respect to TM, all subjects were given adequate time to familiarize with the TM (27). Achievement of a normal gait pattern had to be in concordance with the subject's personal rating of comfortable walking and the investigator’s observation of a normal gait pattern: walking without holding onto the TM handrails, normal arm swing, stride frequency, body posture, and straightforward line of vision. After successful habituation, subjects walked for a minimum of 30 complete strides at walking speeds of 2 km/h to 6 km/h (resolution: 1 km/h). With this the required number of strides for reliable measurements was exceeded by far (28). Walking speeds were individually randomized to account for possible order effects and to prevent fatigue.

2.2 SEMG data collection and analysis
A common bipolar SEMG montage utilizing an inter-electrode distance of 2.5 cm was applied for measurement of three abdominal muscles of both sides: rectus abdominis (RA), internal oblique (IO), and external oblique (EO) abdominal muscles. For every abdominal muscle the recommended electrode position (22, 29) was expanded by an additional position, referred to as the 'shifted position' (Figure 1). The respective positions are detailed in Table 2. To minimize variances due to differences in electrode positioning all electrode positions were marked by the same well experienced examiner (C.A.). The respective positions were gently cleaned with abrasive paste (Epicont, GE Medical Systems) and shaved if appropriate. Additionally, cardiac activity was also detected by an additional bipolar channel along the heart axis. To exactly determine heel strikes, pressure sensors (FS402, Interlink Electronics) were applied below both heels.

All analog signals were captured (disposable electrodes, H93SG, Covidien) and amplified (gain 1000, -3 dB at 5 Hz and 700 Hz, DeMeTec), analog-to-digital converted (Tower of Measurement - ToM; 2048 samples/s, amplitude resolution: 24 bit at ± 5 V, anti-aliasing filter at 1024 Hz, DeMeTec), and stored on hard disk (ATISAre, GJB) for subsequent off-line analysis.

The captured SEMG data were band-pass filtered between 20 Hz and 400 Hz. To account for interferences from the electrical current supply, a 50 Hz notch filter was applied. Only steady state conditions were further used for analysis. This was obtained by a stepwise procedure, that i) excluded all strides deviating more than 10% from the median of all respective strides (based on the assumption of a physiological stride to stride variability of < 10% (30, 31)) and ii) by visually checking the amplitude curves of all remaining time normalized strides (see below) and all channels and excluding strides that deviated more than two SD from the mean.

All eligible strides were quantified as root mean square (rms) values and smoothed using a moving rectangular time window of 50 ms (overlap 49.5 ms). All valid strides were time-normalized with a time resolution of 0.5% resulting in 201 data points per stride. The
resulting curves were further individually averaged for each electrode position, side, and walking speed.

These grand averaged amplitude curves were used to calculate mean amplitudes (i.e., average values over a complete normalized stride; time-independent parameter). Further, another time-independent parameter, the Range, was calculated that is the Minimum to Maximum Span of the grand averages amplitude curves during the complete stride, expressed as relative value according to the respective mean value. All mentioned calculations were performed using custom-made MATLAB scripts (The Mathworks).

2.3 Statistics

At first a repeated measures ANOVA (SPSS Statistics 24, IBM) with the main factors speed (2-6 km/h: 5 classes), position (recommended, shifted: 2 classes), and side (left, right: 2 classes) was performed separately for every muscle with sex serving as the between subject variable. This was done for the time-independent variables mean amplitude and Range.

To assess statistical differences between the grand averaged curves of the two walking conditions, paired t-tests were performed including Bonferroni-Holm corrections for multiple testing in order to avoid the accumulation of a type I statistical error (mainly due to the high number of time points; (32)). To simplify data display, in the results section in addition to a presentation of the grand averaged rms curves at the recommended positions relative differences of the shifted position will be shown that were referenced to the recommended position. Therefore, positive values indicate higher values for the shifted position.

3 Results

The grand averaged amplitude curves at the recommended positions are provided in Figure 2.

3.1 ANOVA Results

The ANOVA analysis of the mean RMS values revealed significant main effects of speed for all muscles. Position showed a significant main effect for RA and EO, whereas sex showed a systematic main effect for IO. Several interferences between the main factors could be observed (see Table 3 for details). For the Range this picture was virtually replied with an additional main effect of side for RA and IO.

3.2 Rectus abdominis muscle

Mean amplitude levels were always significantly higher for the caudally shifted position (Figure 3). The Min to Max Range tended to be elevated for the shifted position as well, but reached significant levels only for the slow walking speeds (Figure 4).

The differences of the grand averaged amplitude curves showed several significant differences that decreased with increasing speed and were further less obvious in the female subjects. As can be taken from Figure 5 (in accordance with the mean amplitude values) the shifted position showed significantly elevated amplitudes throughout the stance phase that reached differences up to 65% (2 km/h, males). These differences decreased with increasing speed and vanished at 6 km/h, except for remaining significances in the males just after ipsilateral heel strike and at contralateral heel strike.
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3.3 Internal oblique muscle
In contrast to the RA, mean amplitudes for the IO did not show any systematic differences between the recommended and the shifted positions (Figure 3). The same accounts for the Range (Figure 4).

Differences in amplitude curves due to position shift became evident with increased walking speed, reaching significance in the males in late stance phase (up to 30% at 6 km/h, Figure 5). Observed differences were more pronounced in male subjects who always showed lower amplitudes for shifted positions. In the females the differences fluctuated between elevated (early to midstance, swing) and slightly lowered (late stance, contralateral heel strike) amplitudes at the shifted position that never reached significance.

3.4 External oblique muscle
The greatest electrode position effects were found in EO. Independent of the walking speed mean amplitudes and Range values were always significantly elevated in both sexes at the shifted position (Figures 3 & 4).

With such elevated differences in mind we expected to see permanently positive values in the difference plots of the amplitude curves, but this was not the case. Although the main deviation strongly pointed towards increased values for the shifted position this occurred mainly at slow to normal walking speeds and was more pronounced in the males (up to 110% increase, Figure 7). Starting at normal walking speed, at contralateral heel strike the amplitudes at the shifted position were lower. This was now most pronounced in the female subjects and could be significantly proven (up to 20% decrease at 4 & 6 km/h).

4 Discussion
The present investigation aimed at determining if the activation patterns for systematically shifted electrode positions of abdominal muscles were characterized by diverging activation patterns in comparison with the activation at the recommended positions. The shifted positions indeed showed different patterns that were further subject to muscle and sex. Saying this, no generalizable effect could be proven, requiring separate interpretation per muscle.

4.1 Rectus abdominis muscle
Mean amplitudes of RA were constantly larger for the shifted positions and, at least for slow walking speed also showed slightly elevated Range values. The relative differences for males showed almost homogenously increased amplitude patterns that only slightly decreased with increasing speed. In contrast, females' relative differences were much less developed, were limited to the stance phase and clearly decreased with increasing speed. Based on the muscle systems' definition of mobilizing and stabilizing muscle function at first sight the shifted position shows an even more pronounced mobilizing characteristic, because not only the amplitude levels increased but also the Min to Max Range (24). Since the Range is calculated as a relative value it is not influenced by amplitude level. Anyhow this behavior seems to be limited to slow walking speeds. At normal to fast walking speeds the principal activation characteristic was quite similar.

The observed amplitude differences have to be interpreted with caution (33), since no maximum voluntary contraction tests were
performed. We found only a few studies that systematically investigated the two portions of the RA (34, 35). Unfortunately none of them performed investigations during walking. Escamilla and coworkers (34) performed a large set of gymnastic tasks that evoked both increased and decreased amplitudes of the lower in comparison with the upper RA portion. However, the authors showed a general tendency towards higher amplitudes for the lower portion when active flexion tasks were performed. In the present investigation largest increases for the shifted position were observed during stance phases, most obvious at slow walking speeds. The observed elevated amplitudes for RA shifted position (lower portion of RA) during stance therefore most probably account for an increased control of pelvic position and elevated stabilizing activity of the lower RA during slow walking stance phases. It appears that the lower portions of RA are able to swing between mobilizing and stabilizing functions.

4.2 Internal oblique muscle
Internal oblique muscles' mean amplitude and Range levels were not systematically influenced by position, and differed between sexes. In males the shifted position showed a continuously decreased amplitude level that became slightly more variable with increasing speed. For the men systematic differences occurred but were limited to terminal stance phase. In contrast, in females the shifted position showed amplitude elevation tendencies, though differences never deviated significantly from the recommended position. This amplitude elevation was most prominent at early to mid-stance and late swing phases. At these stride phases the countermovement of trunk vs hip reaches its maximal level and returns in the opposite direction (36). At the recommended position, absolute amplitude levels of IO are highest just at terminal swing, especially in females (38), who in the current study showed increased activity of the upwards directed portions of IO. This increased amplitude of upper IO may relate to control of the reverting phase of the trunk hip countermovement indicating that IO acts as a global stabilizer muscle. To substantiate this claim a larger group size would be necessary. With the applied Bonferroni-Holm procedure the initial significance level of is very low (0.05/201 = 0.000248; (32)). With data from this study we already reached effect sizes of more than 1.0 indicating large effects, but significance was not reached.

4.3 External oblique muscle
Both mean amplitude levels and Range showed significantly elevated values independent from walking speed. Although, for the time-independent variables no systematic sex differences were identified the differences between the grand averaged curves showed clear sex-specific characteristics: males always showed elevated amplitudes for the shifted position that that reached significance. This was most pronounced during stance and swing phases; less so for early stance and swing especially with increasing walking speed. The females also showed elevated amplitudes of the shifted position during (early) stance, but contrary to the men showed significantly lowered amplitudes for the shifted position at contralateral heel strike at normal to fast walking speeds. The normal amplitude curve pattern of the EO at the recommended position (compare with Figure 2) can be described as almost continuous, but becoming
more phasic with increasing walking speed (37). At the shifted position, especially during early stance and late swing, the amplitudes are considerably elevated. In other words, in preparation to and just after ipsilateral heel strike the shifted position shows mostly increased amplitudes. This could be due to increased stability demands. However during contralateral heel strike, at least in the females, the amplitudes for the shifted position were found to be lower. As can be taken from Figure 6 the differences at normal to fast walking speeds change rapidly, indicating abrupt amplitude changes between the recommended and shifted position. Because differences due to electrode positioning are so dynamic a more conclusive interpretation of the observed differences between the recommended and the shifted position of the EO cannot be provided yet. Most probably EO, at least for the shifted position, swings between augmented, attenuated stabilizing, and also mobilizing functions during stride.

5 Conclusion
Abdominal muscles are characterized by considerably varying SEMG activation patterns between and within muscles. The observed differences were nonuniform between muscles and sexes and were further subject to walking speed. Therefore, the presented results clearly indicate strongly situational activation patterns that put these muscles away from a strict muscle system related activation characteristic. Future diagnostics of trunk muscle function should best focus on these situational characteristics and at best should consider the functional diversity of the abdominal muscles with respect to differences between parts of these muscles. This could be applied to develop targeted therapeutic approaches to improve the outcome of back pain problems.
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9 Tables

Table 1: Study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age [y]</th>
<th>Height [cm]</th>
<th>Weight [kg]</th>
<th>BMI [kg/m²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>female (n=26)</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>168.0</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upp. Q.</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low. Q.</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>167.6</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Test</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male (n=27)</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upp. Q.</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low. Q.</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>179.9</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

upp.Q.: upper Quartile; low.Q.: lower Quartile

Table 2: investigated muscles together with the electrode locations of the recommended and the shifted positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Position / Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RA recommended</td>
<td>caudal electrode at navel height, 4 cm lateral from midline / vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA shifted</td>
<td>cranial electrode 2 cm caudal from navel height, 4 cm lateral from midline / vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO recommended</td>
<td>medial inguinal ligament, at ASIS height / horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO shifted</td>
<td>⅓ distance between ASIS to navel/ along line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO recommended</td>
<td>cranial electrode directly below lowest point of the costal arch, ventral electrode at anterior axillary line / along line to contralateral pubic tubercle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO shifted</td>
<td>½ distance costal arch to pelvic crest, ventral electrode at anterior axillary line / along line to ipsilateral ASIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASIS: anterior superior iliac spine
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Table 3: Results of the ANOVA for mean amplitudes and Range. Significant p values appear in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>IO</th>
<th>EO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position</strong></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side</strong></td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed</strong></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position * Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side * Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed * Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position * Side</strong></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position * Speed</strong></td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side * Speed</strong></td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>IO</th>
<th>EO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position</strong></td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side</strong></td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed</strong></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position * Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side * Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed * Sex</strong></td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position * Side</strong></td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position * Speed</strong></td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side * Speed</strong></td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*: ordinate interaction between main factors

*b*: hybrid interaction between main factors with the suffix stating the interpretable main factor

*c*: dysordinate Interaction between main factors
10 Figure captions

Figure 1: Aspect of a male subject with all electrode positions for the investigated abdominal muscles.

Figure 2: Grand averaged amplitude curves during walking at 2 to 6 km/h for RA, IO, and EO muscles obtained at the recommended electrode positions.

Figure 3: Mean amplitude values for the recommended and shifted electrode positions, pooled for sex. Asterisks indicate significant differences (RA: $p < 0.025$; EO: $p < 0.01$) between the respective positions.

Figure 4: Range values for the recommended and shifted electrode positions, pooled for sex. Asterisks indicate significant differences ($p < 0.01$) between the respective positions.

Figure 5: Relative differences between the grand averaged amplitude curves of the recommended vs the shifted positions for rectus abdominis muscle. Data appear separately for sexes (females: red, males: green) but were pooled for side. Note that significant differences between the positions appear as superimposed open circles ($p < 0.05$; including Bonferroni-Holm correction). If values at the shifted position exceeded those of the recommended position difference appear as positive values and vice versa.

Figure 6: Relative differences between the grand averaged amplitude curves of the recommended vs the shifted positions for internal oblique muscle. Data appear separately for sexes (females: red, males: green) but were pooled for side. Note that significant differences between the positions appear as superimposed open circles ($p < 0.05$; including Bonferroni-Holm correction). If values at the shifted position exceeded those of the recommended position differences appear as positive values and vice versa.

Figure 7: Relative differences between the grand averaged amplitude curves of the recommended vs the shifted positions for external oblique muscle. Data appear separately for sexes (females: red, males: green) but were pooled for side. Note that significant differences between the positions appear as superimposed open circles ($p < 0.05$; including Bonferroni-Holm correction). If values at the shifted position exceeded those of the recommended position difference appear as positive values and vice versa.
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Figure 7